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Current Status of Energy Efficient Lighting in the Russian Current Status of Energy Efficient Lighting in the Russian 

FederationFederation

In 2007, annual power demand for lighting 57.5 TW, correspondingIn 2007, annual power demand for lighting 57.5 TW, corresponding to to 
electricity consumption of 137.5 electricity consumption of 137.5 TWhTWh, or 14% of national electricity , or 14% of national electricity 

consumption, and to annual CO2 emission of 69 Mtn. Table 1 showsconsumption, and to annual CO2 emission of 69 Mtn. Table 1 shows energy energy 
consumption for lighting by economic sector as well as estimatioconsumption for lighting by economic sector as well as estimation for energy n for energy 

saving potential. The total lighting energy savings potential insaving potential. The total lighting energy savings potential in Russia is Russia is 
enormous: 57 enormous: 57 TWhTWh per annum which is equivalent to per annum which is equivalent to approximatlyapproximatly 28.5 28.5 MtnMtn
CO2 per annum. Commercial and industrial buildings account for mCO2 per annum. Commercial and industrial buildings account for more than ore than 

50% of lighting energy consumption.50% of lighting energy consumption.

Table 1: Russian lighting consumption and technical potential foTable 1: Russian lighting consumption and technical potential for energy savings, by sectorr energy savings, by sector



Figure 1: Light sources technologies used in Russia Figure 1: Light sources technologies used in Russia 
(in number of units)(in number of units)



Situation of Russian Lighting MarketSituation of Russian Lighting Market

In 2008 the Russian market for lighting is estimated to be in thIn 2008 the Russian market for lighting is estimated to be in the e 
order of 1.6 billion Euros: 1.1 billion for lighting systems andorder of 1.6 billion Euros: 1.1 billion for lighting systems and

fixtures and 0.5 billion Euros for light sources. Expenditure pafixtures and 0.5 billion Euros for light sources. Expenditure par r 
capita and per annum for purchasing lamps in Russia is in the capita and per annum for purchasing lamps in Russia is in the 

order of 2.28 order of 2.28 €€, while in Europe this figure is in the order of 7.5 , while in Europe this figure is in the order of 7.5 €€
and 15.6and 15.6€€ in Japan.in Japan.

The national lighting industry is declining. All in all, in 2007The national lighting industry is declining. All in all, in 2007 the the 
national production volume was estimated at 639 million lamps. national production volume was estimated at 639 million lamps. 
Today, the national lighting industry produces in large majorityToday, the national lighting industry produces in large majority
incandescent lamps, some linear fluorescent lamps (T12, T10 and incandescent lamps, some linear fluorescent lamps (T12, T10 and 
T8) and highT8) and high--pressure mercury lamps. In parallel with the decline pressure mercury lamps. In parallel with the decline 

of national production, there has been a constant influx of of national production, there has been a constant influx of 
imported products. The value of imports of electrical lamps in imported products. The value of imports of electrical lamps in 

Russia is increasing. In 2003 lighting imports were valued at USRussia is increasing. In 2003 lighting imports were valued at US$ $ 
30.8 million in 2006 this grew to US$ 87 million, and was over 30.8 million in 2006 this grew to US$ 87 million, and was over 
US$ 154 million in 2008. This represents a fiveUS$ 154 million in 2008. This represents a five--fold increase in fold increase in 

five years.five years.



Supply of EnergySupply of Energy--Efficient Lighting technologies is currently limited in Russia. Efficient Lighting technologies is currently limited in Russia. Only two Only two 
factories in Russia produce fluorescent bulbs: LISMA Lighting anfactories in Russia produce fluorescent bulbs: LISMA Lighting and Smolenskd Smolensk--SvetSvet. . 
Although all technologies are available in principle, there is vAlthough all technologies are available in principle, there is virtually no domestic irtually no domestic 

production of the most efficient technologies and supply is inadproduction of the most efficient technologies and supply is inadequate if market demand equate if market demand 
increases to the levels envisaged with this project. Manufactureincreases to the levels envisaged with this project. Manufacturers have indicated an interest rs have indicated an interest 
in supplying more efficient lighting, but are yet to decide whetin supplying more efficient lighting, but are yet to decide whether this supply should come her this supply should come 

from domestic production, international jointfrom domestic production, international joint--ventures, or imports.ventures, or imports.

Modernization of Street Lighting Systems in the Nizhniy NovgoroModernization of Street Lighting Systems in the Nizhniy Novgorod d 
RegionRegion

Three projects of different size have been implemented in the NiThree projects of different size have been implemented in the Nizhniy Novgorod Region.zhniy Novgorod Region.
Project 1.Project 1. Modernization of street lighting in settlements (Modernization of street lighting in settlements (IgumnovoIgumnovo, , 

Petriyaevka,YuryevetsPetriyaevka,Yuryevets, , BabinoBabino, , KolodkinoKolodkino) of the territorial district of ) of the territorial district of DzerzhinskDzerzhinsk town. town. 
Total population of five settlements is 2800 people. Before modeTotal population of five settlements is 2800 people. Before modernization, the rnization, the 

street lighting system was in emergency condition. Inefficient istreet lighting system was in emergency condition. Inefficient illuminating lluminating 
equipment was used in the system. Before realization of project equipment was used in the system. Before realization of project (2007) the system (2007) the system 

was operated with 448 streetlights including 314 mercury lamps awas operated with 448 streetlights including 314 mercury lamps and 134 nd 134 
incandescent lamps.incandescent lamps.



Financial mechanism is using now for project implementation Financial mechanism is using now for project implementation 

in the Nizhniy Novgorod regionin the Nizhniy Novgorod region
Algorithm of funding procedure and credit return (steAlgorithm of funding procedure and credit return (step by step):p by step):

•• Elaboration of a feasibility study and a business plan;Elaboration of a feasibility study and a business plan;
•• Project approval at the meeting of the working group for projectProject approval at the meeting of the working group for project selection selection 

in the regional administration (technical approval of project soin the regional administration (technical approval of project solutions and lutions and 
project costs);project costs);

•• If it is necessary to complete the feasibility study;If it is necessary to complete the feasibility study;
•• Project  justification at the meeting of Project  justification at the meeting of ““Commission for Energy and Commission for Energy and 

Resources Saving Project SelectionResources Saving Project Selection”” under the government of region;under the government of region;
•• On the basis of positive decision the commission authorizes the On the basis of positive decision the commission authorizes the special special 

credit program for the project;credit program for the project;
•• Consideration of business plan and feasibility study by the bankConsideration of business plan and feasibility study by the bank;;
•• Signing the credit contract;Signing the credit contract;
•• Funding project by the bank (according to the time schedule);Funding project by the bank (according to the time schedule);
•• Municipal administration does stepMunicipal administration does step--byby--step repayment of the main credit to step repayment of the main credit to 

the bank and partial repayment of the credit interest;the bank and partial repayment of the credit interest;
•• Simultaneously with municipal administration Regional Ministry oSimultaneously with municipal administration Regional Ministry of f 

Finance repays to the commercial bank a part of interest (usuallFinance repays to the commercial bank a part of interest (usually 50% of y 50% of 
the credit interest).the credit interest).



•• After justification of the project a municipal administration isAfter justification of the project a municipal administration is authorized to authorized to 
manage the savings resulted from the project realization during manage the savings resulted from the project realization during the pay back the pay back 
period (according to the feasibility study and a business plan)period (according to the feasibility study and a business plan)

Project 2.Project 2. Modernization of street lighting system in a small town Modernization of street lighting system in a small town LyskovoLyskovo. . 
The townThe town’’s resident population is 22,000 people.s resident population is 22,000 people.

The street lighting system rehabilitation project for The street lighting system rehabilitation project for LyskovoLyskovo includes:includes:
•• installation of 848 energy saving luminaries in the streetsinstallation of 848 energy saving luminaries in the streets
•• replacement of 10replacement of 10--15% of street light pole brackets15% of street light pole brackets
•• installation of a power consumption control system at the powerinstallation of a power consumption control system at the power supply   supply   

pointspoints
•• installation of additional 46 outdoor luminaries with poles andinstallation of additional 46 outdoor luminaries with poles and a  a  

lighting networklighting network
•• replacement of poles in poor conditionreplacement of poles in poor condition

Main results of the project:Main results of the project:
•• reduction of electricity consumption by 49%reduction of electricity consumption by 49%
•• reduction of operational costs by 50%reduction of operational costs by 50%
•• 1.5 times improvement of street illumination in 1.5 times improvement of street illumination in LyskovoLyskovo



Project 3. ModernizationProject 3. Modernization ofof streetstreet lightinglighting inin thethe towntown ofof thethe
middlemiddle sizesize LyskovoLyskovo. . TheThe towntown’’ss residentresident populationpopulation isis 68,900 68,900 

peoplepeople..
The street lighting system rehabilitation project for The street lighting system rehabilitation project for KstovoKstovo includes:includes:

•• installation of 2,600 outdoor energyinstallation of 2,600 outdoor energy--efficient luminaries;efficient luminaries;
•• replacement of 10replacement of 10--15% of outdoor lighting pole brackets15% of outdoor lighting pole brackets
•• installation of electric power metering systems at delivery poininstallation of electric power metering systems at delivery pointsts
•• installation of a variable power control system for luminaries iinstallation of a variable power control system for luminaries in the city centre n the city centre 

(5 control cabinets).(5 control cabinets).
Main results of the project:Main results of the project:

•• electricity consumption reduction by 55 %electricity consumption reduction by 55 %
•• reduction of operational costs by 40reduction of operational costs by 40--50 %50 %
•• improvement of street illumination in improvement of street illumination in KstovoKstovo

Project investment totalled 10.613 million rubblesProject investment totalled 10.613 million rubbles
Energy savings, million RUB per year 2.47Energy savings, million RUB per year 2.47

Operational cost savings, million RUB per year 1.59Operational cost savings, million RUB per year 1.59
Cumulative economic effect, million RUB per year 4.06Cumulative economic effect, million RUB per year 4.06

Payback period, years2.6Payback period, years2.6



Project Goal and ObjectiveProject Goal and Objective
A project has been selected and formulated on the basis of the rA project has been selected and formulated on the basis of the results that esults that 

have been achieved after realization of three local projects in have been achieved after realization of three local projects in the Nizhniy the Nizhniy 
Novgorod regionNovgorod region

•• The objective of the selected project is to transform the nationThe objective of the selected project is to transform the national market al market 
for efficient lighting and to phasefor efficient lighting and to phase--out inefficient lighting, and reducing out inefficient lighting, and reducing 
national GHG emissions. All lighting sectors are concerned: housnational GHG emissions. All lighting sectors are concerned: household, ehold, 
health and education buildings, and street lighting.  health and education buildings, and street lighting.  

•• The main project goal is to promote efficient lighting technologThe main project goal is to promote efficient lighting technologies (ies (CFLsCFLs, , 
T5 & T8 linear Fluorescent lamps with electronic ballasts, CeramT5 & T8 linear Fluorescent lamps with electronic ballasts, Ceramic Metal ic Metal 
Halide lamps, centralized control systems, efficient fixtures anHalide lamps, centralized control systems, efficient fixtures and LED) d LED) 
and to modernizing state regulations, standards and their respecand to modernizing state regulations, standards and their respective tive 
enforcement mechanisms in order to transform the national lightienforcement mechanisms in order to transform the national lighting ng 
market. The project will contribute also to phasingmarket. The project will contribute also to phasing--out inefficient out inefficient 
lighting technologies (bulbs, fixtures and ballasts).lighting technologies (bulbs, fixtures and ballasts).

To achieve this ambitious goal, the project will promote high quTo achieve this ambitious goal, the project will promote high quality ality 
efficient Lighting systems based on widely accessible arguments,efficient Lighting systems based on widely accessible arguments, training, training, 
sociosocio--economic knowledge, standardization, extra legislation and inciseconomic knowledge, standardization, extra legislation and incisive. ive. 



The following The following ““fishbonefishbone”” graphics illustrates all the graphics illustrates all the 

above issuesabove issues..



Financial resources for project implementationFinancial resources for project implementation

•• The selected project coThe selected project co--funded by GEF, the government, private sector and funded by GEF, the government, private sector and 
international partners.  Obtaining cointernational partners.  Obtaining co--funding support from nonfunding support from non--traditional traditional 
sources is also a key to the projectsources is also a key to the project’’s future effectiveness and so pilot sites were s future effectiveness and so pilot sites were 
chosen in part based upon the level of promise or success to datchosen in part based upon the level of promise or success to date in sourcing this e in sourcing this 
kind of funding or support.kind of funding or support.

•• The total cost of the projects: 72,750,000$; GEF as coThe total cost of the projects: 72,750,000$; GEF as co--financing has provided financing has provided 
7,020,000$; the central government7,020,000$; the central government--20,000,000$; regional governments: Moscow20,000,000$; regional governments: Moscow--
11,950,000$, Nizhniy Novgorod11,950,000$, Nizhniy Novgorod--12,800,000$; private sector and international 12,800,000$; private sector and international 
investorsinvestors--20,980,000$20,980,000$

Barrier analysisBarrier analysis
•• Regulations: the existing technical standards for energy efficieRegulations: the existing technical standards for energy efficiency for buildings ncy for buildings 

are very poor compared to any other western country and this creare very poor compared to any other western country and this creates no ates no 
incentives for production or sales of highly efficient lighting incentives for production or sales of highly efficient lighting products.products.

•• Enforcement: Russia currently has no enforcement regarding energEnforcement: Russia currently has no enforcement regarding energy efficiency of y efficiency of 
lighting systems.lighting systems.

•• Certification: There are no mandatory tests for energy efficacy Certification: There are no mandatory tests for energy efficacy and lighting and lighting 
system quality.system quality.

•• Coordination: Unlike other countries, Russia does not have an inCoordination: Unlike other countries, Russia does not have an institutional body stitutional body 
to coordinate lighting activities. to coordinate lighting activities. 



Barriers linked to education and awarenessBarriers linked to education and awareness

•• Consumers are typically not aware of energy saving potential of Consumers are typically not aware of energy saving potential of Compact Compact 
Fluorescent Lamp (CFL).Fluorescent Lamp (CFL).

•• Payback time in Russia is rather long. This is due to the fact tPayback time in Russia is rather long. This is due to the fact that kWh price in hat kWh price in 
Russia is in the order of 3 rubbles (7 eurocents) when in other Russia is in the order of 3 rubbles (7 eurocents) when in other western western 
countries this ranges from 10 to 15 eurocents/kWh.countries this ranges from 10 to 15 eurocents/kWh.

•• EndEnd--users typically cannot distinguish low and high quality users typically cannot distinguish low and high quality CFLsCFLs..
•• Many Russians are still unaware of the environmental and economiMany Russians are still unaware of the environmental and economic benefits of c benefits of 

efficient lighting.efficient lighting.
•• Lack of energy management expertise and practices, especially inLack of energy management expertise and practices, especially in the national the national 

industries and municipal sector (this includes administrations, industries and municipal sector (this includes administrations, education, education, 
health buildings).health buildings).

•• Energy efficient solutions are expensive in Russia and more espeEnergy efficient solutions are expensive in Russia and more especially for cially for 
individual endindividual end--users. Today Russian consumers can find users. Today Russian consumers can find CFLsCFLs at prices at prices 
ranging from 100 up to 400 rubles. This is still high when the aranging from 100 up to 400 rubles. This is still high when the average price for verage price for 
an incandescent lamp is 15an incandescent lamp is 15--20 rubles.20 rubles.

•• The quality of CFL products is not constant. The The quality of CFL products is not constant. The ““qualityquality”” is measured here by is measured here by 
the lifetime (a good CFL typically has a rated lifetime of 6000 the lifetime (a good CFL typically has a rated lifetime of 6000 h life, a low h life, a low 
quality lamp has a shorter lifetime and limited reliability).quality lamp has a shorter lifetime and limited reliability).

•• Lack of technical supervision of import commodities led to floodLack of technical supervision of import commodities led to flooding of the ing of the 
domestic market with lighting products of dubious quality, comindomestic market with lighting products of dubious quality, coming from both g from both 
legal imports and an important shadow market.legal imports and an important shadow market.



Answers of residential endAnswers of residential end--users in Moscow concerning the users in Moscow concerning the 

reasons that arenreasons that aren’’t using t using CFLsCFLs at home.at home.



The present project will support the federal government to The present project will support the federal government to 
undertake the following actions:undertake the following actions:

•• Set standards for energy efficient lighting technologies.Set standards for energy efficient lighting technologies.
•• Update existing regulations for the energy performance and qualiUpdate existing regulations for the energy performance and quality of lighting ty of lighting 

systems installed in major applications like commercial buildingsystems installed in major applications like commercial buildings, new s, new 
residential construction, street lighting, and industrial lightiresidential construction, street lighting, and industrial lighting.ng.

•• Develop efficient enforcement processes and associated indicatorDevelop efficient enforcement processes and associated indicators.s.
•• Provide information and training to lighting Provide information and training to lighting specifiersspecifiers, designers and , designers and 

installers; educate the public at large about the benefits of efinstallers; educate the public at large about the benefits of efficient lighting. ficient lighting. 
•• Ensure that the energy costs and performance of lighting are visEnsure that the energy costs and performance of lighting are visible in the ible in the 

market by labeling the energy performance of equipment and certimarket by labeling the energy performance of equipment and certifying the fying the 
performance of entire lightperformance of entire light--using systems such as buildings and outdoor using systems such as buildings and outdoor 
lighting.lighting.

•• Encourage better building design with more effective use of daylEncourage better building design with more effective use of daylight. ight. 
•• Lead by example through pioneering efficientLead by example through pioneering efficient--lighting technologies and lighting technologies and 

practices in their own buildings and by setting appropriately ampractices in their own buildings and by setting appropriately ambitious bitious 
targets.targets.



Results to be Achieved after Implementation of the SelectedResults to be Achieved after Implementation of the Selected

ProjectProject
•• Result 1: Improvement in the efficient lighting standards and poResult 1: Improvement in the efficient lighting standards and policy licy 

framework. The project will establish the Federal Energy Efficieframework. The project will establish the Federal Energy Efficient Lighting nt Lighting 
Council (FEELC).  This council will be placed under the auspicesCouncil (FEELC).  This council will be placed under the auspices of the of the 
Ministry of Energy.Ministry of Energy.

•• Result 2: Support the supply chain for EE lighting. Under the auResult 2: Support the supply chain for EE lighting. Under the auspices of spices of 
FEELC a national EE lighting action plan will be developed to alFEELC a national EE lighting action plan will be developed to allow for the low for the 
gradual phasegradual phase--out of inefficient lighting devices though such measures as out of inefficient lighting devices though such measures as 
phasephase--out of electromagnetic ballasts for fluorescent lamps (in new out of electromagnetic ballasts for fluorescent lamps (in new 
construction and rehabilitation).construction and rehabilitation).

•• Result 3: Penetration of energyResult 3: Penetration of energy--efficient lighting increases in Moscow homes efficient lighting increases in Moscow homes 
and buildings, and the initiatives are replicated elsewhere. a kand buildings, and the initiatives are replicated elsewhere. a key part of the ey part of the 
project is to demonstrate improved practices related to overcomiproject is to demonstrate improved practices related to overcoming barriers in ng barriers in 
three pilot sites: (1) Schools and hospitals in the Moscow; (2) three pilot sites: (1) Schools and hospitals in the Moscow; (2) residential areas residential areas 
in the Moscow region.in the Moscow region.

•• Result 4: EnergyResult 4: Energy--efficient street lighting is adopted in Nizhny Novgorod region efficient street lighting is adopted in Nizhny Novgorod region 
and local EEL initiatives are replicated elsewhere. The pilot inand local EEL initiatives are replicated elsewhere. The pilot in the Nizhniy the Nizhniy 
Novgorod oblast involves modernization of street lighting includNovgorod oblast involves modernization of street lighting including the ing the 
replacement of incandescent lamps (50 lm/W) and highreplacement of incandescent lamps (50 lm/W) and high--pressure mercury pressure mercury 
lamps (50 lm/W) with lighting fixtures (IP 65 class) with metal lamps (50 lm/W) with lighting fixtures (IP 65 class) with metal halide lamps halide lamps 
(90 lm/W) and other new energy efficient technologies. (90 lm/W) and other new energy efficient technologies. 



Benefits from the projectBenefits from the project

National benefits will be threeNational benefits will be three--fold.fold.

•• First, thanks to energy savings from the project, projected to bFirst, thanks to energy savings from the project, projected to be about 4 e about 4 TWhTWh
annually by project close, the Russian Federation will be able tannually by project close, the Russian Federation will be able to avoid building o avoid building 
approximately eight to nine 900 MWapproximately eight to nine 900 MW--power plants.power plants.

•• Second, the project is expected to increase the quality of and dSecond, the project is expected to increase the quality of and demand for emand for 
energyenergy--efficient lighting products manufactured in Russia.  This will sefficient lighting products manufactured in Russia.  This will stimulate timulate 
the local economy. On the other hand, as actual average level ofthe local economy. On the other hand, as actual average level of light (in light (in luxlux) in ) in 
the public and tertiary sector is very low and the introduction the public and tertiary sector is very low and the introduction of new of new 
standards similar to western countries will imply an increase ofstandards similar to western countries will imply an increase of the light level, the light level, 
and of course moderate energy consumption increase.and of course moderate energy consumption increase.

•• The pilots in Moscow, Moscow and Nizhny Novgorod regions are beiThe pilots in Moscow, Moscow and Nizhny Novgorod regions are being ng 
realized within the project and then will be replicated in five realized within the project and then will be replicated in five other regions. other regions. 



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!


